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Abstract: In Supply Chain Management based software companies, data is useful in two types of applications. Some applications are useful for clients in prediction of entities such as demand for products and transportation. Other applications help the client in the real time fulfillment of orders, managing workforce, managing warehouses and transportation, etc. Without historical data, predicting or forecasting is merely impossible and without current data, the management of real time events is not possible. In such companies, clients often want more than one type of software solution. Thus integrating all the different software solutions sold to the client into one software bundle is key in delivering the products to the customer. In this review, we shall see how data is accessed from the client, the different processes done to the data so it is finally ready to be utilised by the supply chain solution software.
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1. Introduction
Supply Chain Management based software companies build software that help the clients in optimising the flow of goods from them being raw materials to products that are finished and ready to be taken delivery of. Instead of building an end to end supply chain management package, the companies often build software packages that offer solutions to one particular problem in the supply chain. As a result, client companies can pick and choose which software solution they want based on their requirements. If a client chooses multiple software solutions, the company must then integrate all chosen software solutions into one software bundle. The above task of integration is tedious as each client might have their own requirements in software solutions and each client will have different types of data and different formats of data and all of this data must ultimately be processed to make useful information which acts as an input to the software solution that either help in forecasting or in fulfilment of orders.

2. Methodology
In such companies, the task of software integration is achieved by the deployment of certain specific 'Services'. These Services are applications that reside on the clouds and each Service has a certain specific tasks. The flow of data through these Services is indicated in the block diagram below followed by a brief summary of what tasks each of these Services execute.

![Flow of data](image)

1. Ingestion Service: Ingestion Service enables clients/customers to share data with the cloud. Clients can share data to the cloud by dropping the files at the SFTP location or by invoking the POST API. The Ingestion Service also splits huge files into multiple smaller files and it also notifies the Transfer Service to pick up the files through a Kafka notification.
2. Transfer Service: Reads files from file storage based on Kafka notification. It parses CSV data into corresponding tables in the 'Staging' tables. It also notifies the Validation Service that the data is ready for validation.
3. Validation Service: Validation Service reads data from the Staging tables and runs validation checks. These validation checks consist of some standard checks and some custom checks that vary from project to project. It generates log files and reports with errors for the client to rectify their error. It also sends a notification to the Transform's stating that the data is ready for transformation.
4. Transform Service: Transform Service picks up the data from the Curated database and transforms the data into canonical messages (A canonical message is a message in a particular message format that all the supply chain solution packages understand). Then this transformed message is sent to the supply chain solution. The transformed data is stored in the 'Curated' tables.
5. Tracking Service: By invoking the GET API from the tracking Service, client can observe the status of the transformed message i.e, if it accepted by the supply chain solution or not.
Staging and Curated tables

Figure 2. Location of Staging and Curated tables

Staging tables are a set of tables that appear before the Validation Service and after the Transfer Service. A copy of data is stored in this location. This is useful in the case of data not being validated by the Validation Service as one can always look at the data in the Staging tables and logs of the Validation Service and change what is required to get the data validated. Data is filled in the Curated tables after the Transform Service. In the case that the Supply Chain Solution rejects the data, it is always easy to view the Curated tables and to rectify the errors.

3. Result Discussion

The resulting software integration is not only faster to develop, it also needs lesser manpower. If the clients decide to buy more software solutions down the road, then it would be easier to just make configuration changes to allow for one or more software solutions rather than building the entire software integration from scratch.

The below figure indicates the Ingestion, Transfer and Transform Service "started” on MuleSoft’s Anypoint Platform. These Services can only be deployed if they are error free. The fact that it is running on a Mule server indicates that these Services are successfully deployed.

Figure 3. Ingestion Service, Transfer Service and Transform Service "started" on MuleSoft’s Anypoint Platform

The below figure indicates data being populated in Staging tables. This can only happen if the Ingestion Service and Transfer Service are functioning properly and as a result, data has reached the Staging tables. It is observed that the command has "[STG]". This indicates that this is in fact, a Staging table.

Figure 4. Staging tables

The Validation Service is a bunch of Python programs that check if the data is following standards. This may include Primary Key Constraints, Foreign Key constraints, Missing Value Constraints, Mandatory Value Constraints, etc. After the completion of the checks, certain log files are generated to inform the developers if the data has been validated successfully or not. The below figure is such an example for a log file. This also indicates that the Validation Service is operational.
The below figure indicates data being populated in Curated tables. This can only happen if the Validation Service and Transform Service are functioning properly and as a result, data has reached the Curated tables. It is observed that the command has "[CRTD]". This indicates that this is in fact, a Curated table.

![Log file from the Validation Service](image)

Figure 5. Log file from the Validation Service

It can be concluded that Ingestion Service, Transfer Service and Transform Service are operational from 3. An inference can be drawn from 4 that Ingestion Service and Transfer Service are working as expected as data has reached the Staging tables. It can also be seen that the Validation Service is operating as expected due to 5. Finally, it is observed from 3 that Validation Service and Transform Service are working as expected as the data has reached the Curated tables.

By looking at the above paragraph, we can conclude that the above design for Software Integration is deployed and fully operational.

4. Conclusions

By adopting this methodology in software integration, we arrive at a solution that is modular and is applicable to all supply chain solutions within a company. Based on project and client requirements, configuration changes have to be made in the configuration files of each Service in the case of the client being able to supply recommended certain parameters. Apart from these two cases, the base repositories but not required information or if a client cannot give data on could be used repetitively. Therefore, it would consume less time and would require less workforce to deploy this method for software integration.
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